
Year Group: Reception 2021 - 2022
Term: Summer Term 1

Teachers: Mrs Finnerty, Miss Homes, Mrs Casimir & Mrs 
DeGale
EYPs: Mrs Blazewicz, Mrs Bux, Mrs Muja 
& Miss Housego 
PPA cover (Mon pm): Mr Allen, Ms Rush & Mrs Majithia

Our Big Question:
What makes a journey?
Topic: Journeys

Key Text this 1/2 term: 
The Hundred Decker Bus

                Look Up!

Coming to England

Digisafe
NOS: Continue with the new NOS scheme 

and Digital Safety

FOCUS NEPS Learning Values:
Purposeful Learning

Determined to achieve their best
S.M.S.C.& Assemblies

NEPS Learning Values Tree
UNICEF—Rights Respecting Articles 

(RRA)  embedded throughout the 
curriculum

Personal, Social and Emotional 
Development

Self-Regulation
Developing our ability to recognise emotion and find ways 
to regulate these.
Managing Self
Becoming more independent in doing things for 
ourselves.
Building Relationships
The importance of building new friendships with peers 
and adults.
EVENT - Reception Class Assemblies
CONTINUOUS PROVISION:
Zones of Regulation. Promoting British/NEPS 
Values when making choices about our 
learning.
RRA:29 Children’s education should help them 
fully develop their personalities, talents and 
abilities.

Communication and Language
Listening, Attention & Understanding
Opportunities to listen to longer stories and recall 
what happened. Following 2-part instructions
CONTINUOUS PROVISION:
A wide variety of songs and stories. Get 
Epic/ Oxford Owls
RRA:13  Children have the right to share freely with 
others what they learn, think and feel, by talking, 
drawing, writing or in any other way unless it harms 
other people.

Physical Development
Gross Motor Skills
Dynamic balance to agility - jumping and landing
Static balance - walking in a line
Fine Motor Skills
To refine our letter formation linked to RWI mnemonics. And lots of 
opportunities to develop fine motor skills.
CONTINUOUS PROVISION:
Daily Mile, GoNoodle programs and Dough Disco
RRA:29 Children’s education should help them fully 
develop their personalities, talents and abilities.

Communication and Language
Speaking

WOW BOOKS
The children will be encouraged to share their WOW book with the 
class talking about what they have done and why? The emphasis 
will be on developing language and using interesting vocabulary 
and connectives ‘and’ ‘because’ to give further description and/or 
information.
These will still be collected in on a Wednesday with 6 children 

each week sharing with the class
PLEASE encourage your child to participate by, creating or 
drawing something, taking a photograph, sticking in a leaflet 
and telling you what to write. They will be expected to talk 
about what is in their book.

WOW books—must be returned EVERY 
WEDNESDAY



Literacy
Comprehension
Learning to answer questions about the text.
Word Reading
Continue RWI scheme (children grouped according to need) following 
assessment. Focus on blending for reading and more ‘fred in head’
Writing
Recording cvc words (independently) and writing simple sentences to 
express ideas. Looking at the Where? in stories.
CONTINUOUS PROVISION :
Opportunities for mark making related to role play, events, name writing, 
letter formation, recording experiences, etc
‘Drop everything and read’
Poetry—Simple poems read
Story — A range of multicultural tales
RRA:28 Every child has the right to an education

Mathematics
Maths is everywhere!

Number

Numerical Patterns & (SSM)

CONTINUOUS PROVISION: 
Busy Things, Maths Games e.g. spotty dogs, ladybirds etc. Counting 
resources, water/sand investigation. 
RRA: 28 Every child has the right to an education

Our Big Science Question

How can I solve a problem?
(Exploration & Enquiry)

Understanding the World
Past & Present
EVENT - Queen’s Platinum Jubilee
People, Culture & Communities
Languages and music from around the world. 
The Natural World
Life cycles
CONTINUOUS PROVISION:
PPA SPANISH, Google classroom, Busy things
RRA:14 Children can choose their own thoughts, 
opinions and religion, but this should not stop other 
people from enjoying their rights.

Expressive Arts and Design
Creating with Materials
Opportunities to explore different creative techniques
Being Imaginative & Expressive
Variety of small world & Role play opportunities 
linked to our core text
PPA MUSIC

CONTINUOUS PROVISION:
Role Play, Different media to create artwork/music 
using skills learned.
RRA:12 Children have the right to give their 
opinions freely on issues that affect them


